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PROJECT-BASED LEARNING

SUBJECTS:

MILESTONES:

MATH HABITSSCIENCEENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS

Ask the essential questions

WONDER + ENGAGE

Students are introduced to the essential question of this project: “How much space does a 
person need?” The project begins with an information gathering session and debate to allow 
students to formulate an initial hypothesis.

Students are encouraged to suggest new ways of answering the essential question and work 
with their teacher to set relevant Goals based on Milestones and Habits. The classwide Goal 
for this project is designing and modeling a real-world tiny home. 

Build models

Defend your design

INVESTIGATE + CREATE

SHARE + REFLECT

Students begin designing their homes on paper and in 3d modeling software. They iterate on 
their designs based on feedback from peers, teachers, and AltSchool Network Experts. With a 
special emphasis on sustainability and practicality, students create a scale model of their tiny 
home out of the most appropriate building materials.

As students apply Core Skills toward solving a physical problem, math and geometry concepts 
come to life. Students calculate and label the dimensions of their tiny homes, each arriving at a 
unique answer to the essential question.

Students create a flow map to show the history of their tiny home’s design, from initial 
research to prototype and finished models.

On the final day of this cycle, students present their designs to their parents and classmates, 
explaining and defending their thinking process, and backing up their conclusions. 

Reading informational texts Creativity

AccuracyApplying scientific process Flexible thinking

Geometric and time measurements

schoolExamples from the Classroom
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Game Design Game Design
PROJECT-BASED LEARNING

SUBJECTS: HABITSCOMPUTER SCIENCEENGLISH

MILESTONES: Write informational texts Goal-setting

Identify tools and partsCollaboration

Identify common game mechanics
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Explore different game types

WONDER + ENGAGE

Students study game mechanics by sharing their favorite games and discovering what makes 
those games enjoyable. Every student sets a goal for the cycle.

With help from the educator and an AltSchool Network Expert, the students choose the type of 
game they want to focus on for the rest of the cycle. Students benefit from the magic that 
happens when the classroom educator and a local chessmaster collaborate and curate an 
exploration into Game Design together.

Build and iterate

Demonstrate and play

INVESTIGATE + 

CREATE

SHARE + REFLECT

With help from educators, students create a new game from scratch. Students work together 
to write and edit the story of their games, paying special attention to characters, storytelling, 
and informational writing.

Using materials and tools provided by the educator they create the different parts of their 
game like boards, pieces, or computer-animated characters. Educators give students the tools 
and strategies to manage their time and projects effectively.

Parents are invited to visit the classroom so students can demonstrate and explain the 
mechanics of their games. They explain the decisions they made in creating their game and 
the learning they drew on in the process. 

Students finish this cycle by reflecting on their progress and their personal journey towards 
achieving their goals, including what worked well and any improvements they need to make.

Students are encouraged to bring their work home and continue iterating.


